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In this paper, games of the following general kind are studied: Two players move alternately 
by selecting unselected integer coordinate points in the plane. On each move, the first pl”yei. 
selects exactly r points and the second player selects exactly one point. The first player W~CIS if 
he can select p points on a line having none of his oppment’s points before his opponent selects 
q points on a line having none of his own. If this latter eventuality occurs first, the second 
player wins. It is shown that if p )-&)q, then the second player can always win. 
1. IIarodu*n 
Kaplansky invented the following modification of tic-tat-toe: Two players 
alternately choose distinct integer coordinate points in the plane. If there ever 
occurs during the play a configuration where some straight line in the plane 
contains p points selected by one player and no point anywhere on it selected by 
the other player, then the former player wins. For instance, if p = 1,2 or 3, the 
first player can always win within one, two or four moves, respectively. If p 24, 
then the game is probably a tie, but this seems very difficult to ascertain. 
Kleitman and Rothschild [l] introduced a generalization of ISaplansky’s game: 
the (p, q)-game. Two players alternately move marking one-one previously un- 
marked integer lattice points of the plane. The first player wins if he can obtain p 
marked points on a line having none of his opponent’s marked points before his 
opponent obtains q of his marked points on a line having none of his own. If this 
latter eventuality occurs first, the second player wins. 
If p >q, the symmetry is gone, and the second player may indeed have a 
winning strategy. For instance, the (3,2)-game and the (4,3)-game both have 
winning strategies for the second player. Wheth* ,T- the (p, q)-game always has a 
winning strategy for the first player if p <q and for the second player if p > q is an 
open question. ISleitman and Rothschild [l] proved, however, that for any q, 
there is a p(q), depending on q, such that for every p 2 p(q) the second Flayer has 
a winning strategy for the (p, q)-game. 
In fact, they had a bit more sharp result: they proved this theorem for the 
unrestricted game. The unrestricted game has the same rules except that the 
players may select from all the points of the plane instezA of just irom the lattice 
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points. ‘The only relevant feature of the geometry of a finite set of choices (also in 
the more general game below) is the collinearity of subsets of these points. Thus if 
one player has a winning strategy in the unrestricted game whereby he needs only 
to select points from a fixed finite set, then he has a similar strategy in the 
restricted game. Our proof requires only choices from a finite set of points (as 
does the Kleitman-Rothschild proof), thus we need only consider the unrestricted 
game. 
Examining the argument of KIeitman and Rothschild we see that their estimate 
on p(q) is very poor, e.g. their argument cannot even give p(q) <expk(q) with a 
fixed k, where exp, denotes the k-fold iterated exp. They raised the question of 
finding reasonable upper bound on p(q). In this paper we will prove p(q)dcq 
with some universal constant c. 
In fact, we shall investigate a still more general game: the (p, q, r)-game. This 
game differs from the (p, q)-game in only one respect: let each move of the first 
player consist of claiming r previously unclaimed points. That is, the (p, q, I)-game 
is just the same as the (p, q)-game. 
Theorem. If p 2 ct log( 1 + r)q with some universul constanl c, then the second 
player has a winning strategy for the (p, q, t)-gume. 
In Section 2 we will prove the theorem assuming the validity of two lemmas. 
Their proofs constitute Sections 3-4. 
2. Proof of the Theorem 
We start with some standard definitions. A hypergruph is a collection of sets. 
The sets in the hypergraph are called edges, the elements of these edges are called 
oertices. The hypergraph is said to be almost disjoint if any two edges have at most 
one vertex in common. 
Let S(X) denote the vertex-set of the hypergrzph X. IAl denotes the number of 
eler3ents of A. 
Let us be given a positive odd integer n. Given two integer lattice points x and 
y on the plane, denote the straight line containing them by A(x, y). By the special 
n-configuration we shall mean the system of all possible lines A(x, y), where 
x = (1,. l)* y =(y,. - I), x1 and y 1 are odd integers of the interval [-n, n]. Denote 
the set of al? points of the special n-configuration by S,. Observe that for any 
point x = (x1, X& S, there are two possibilities: either both xl, x2 are irrationals 
or both are rationals having the forms x1 = kJI, x2 = k2/1 where kl, k2, 1 are 
integrrs and k2 and I a 1-z coprime. We define two important subsets of S,,. Let 
B, = {x = (x,. x2) E S,,: x2 is an odd integer in the interval [-log n, log nl). 
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Given E M, let O,, c S,, be the set of points x = (x,, x2) such that x2 cm be 
written in the foim k/Z, w!gere ‘k, 1 are integers, f!la na and Ix2[s n”. 
NOW we enumerate some simple properties of the special n-confi~ation. 
(1) It consists of (n + 1)2 lines. 
(2) Every point of Sn belong to at most n + 1 lines. 
(3) B,, c O,, for large enough r( depending on e. 
(4) \&I s n log2 n. 
(5) IO,, 1 s nl+? 
(6) B,, has exactly [log n] (integral part) common points with every line. 
Properties (l)-(6) are trivial, their checks are left to the reader. 
Given x = (x1, x2) E S,, \ D,,,, there are three possibilities: 
(i) both x1, x2 are irrationals; 
(ii) lx21 > n* ; 
(iii) x2 = k/Z, where k, 2 are coprime and 1 II > n*. 
In the first case there is exactly one line containing X, On the other hand, one 
can easily prove by simple number theoretic arguments that in both cases (ii) and 
(iii) x belongs to at most nl-’ lines. Thus we obtain: 
(7) Every point of S,, \ D,,, belongs to at most n’-” lines. 
The following is the very lemma we need. 
Lemma 1. Let % be an almost disjoint hypergraph. Assume that %’ has exactly h 
edges and every point of S(X) belongs to at most hl edges. Morevver, suppose that 
one can find two subsets B and D of S(X) such that B c D, IBI s b, 1 DI s d, for any 
edge A of Sre, IB n Al = m, and every poir2.t of S(%‘)\D belongs to at most h2 edges. 
Consider the following ‘L-player game on %‘. The players alternately claim previ- 
ously unclaimed vertices of 2’. On each move, the first player claim exuctl:, s vertices 
and the second player claims one vertex. Let q be a positive integer satisfying 
q+tJ; CW 
q s log( h/4ds)log-‘( 1 + s); (8b) 
q s log( mh/8 bh2)log-‘( 1 + s). (8~) 
Furthemrore, let 
hl G h/2s. (9 
Then the second player has a strategy such that within d moves he can obtain 4 
vertices of some edge of X having none of the first player’s vertices. 
Apply Lemma 1 to the special n-configuration. Choosing e = i, the conditions 
of Lemma 1 are fulfilled with h = (n + l)‘, hl = n + 1, h2 = n3’4, m = [log n], b - 
n log2 n, d = n714 and n large enough (see (l)-(7)). Set 
q = [6-l 1 log n log-‘(1 + s)]. 
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An easy calculation shows that @a), (8b) and (8~) are valid for n sufficiently large. 
We conclude by Lemma 1 that the second player can obtain q points of some line 
of the special n-configuration having none of the first player’s points within 
B = PC n2 moves . 
Now consider the generalized Kaplansky’s game (p, q, r). Set s = 2r and q = 
[6-l log n log-‘( 1 + s)]. From the above-mentioned result follows that playing at 
his 2i + 1-st moves (i = 0,l , . . .) by the strategy of Lemma 1 for the special 
n-configuration, the second player can obtain q points of some line having none 
of the first player’s points within n2 moves. Thus, to finish the proof of the 
theorem, it suffices tiy define a strategy having the following property: At his 2i-th 
moves (i = 1,2,. - .) playing by this strategy, the second player can prevent his 
opponent to obtain p points of some line having none of his own within 
$=(I +21)124 moves. The lemma below guarantees the existence of the desired 
strategy with p = cr log( 1 + r)q, where c is a sufficiently large universal eonstant. 
Namely, I:t 9 be the family of all possible straight lines of the plane. 
Lemma 2. Let us be given an almost disjoint hypergraph Sot. Consider the following 
2-player game on 9. The players alternately claim previoLcsly unclaimed vertices of 
9, the first player claims s vertices per move and the second player claims one vertex 
per move. Given a positive integer p, the second player has a strategy such that his 
opponent be unable to claim p vertices of some edge of S having none of his own 
within (1 J2~)2~‘(~” moves. 
Thus the deduction of the theorem from the lemmas is complete. 
3. Proof of Lemma 1 
Consider a play according to the rules. Denote xJ1’, . . . , xi” and yi the vertex 
selected by the first and the second player at the i-th move, respectively. Let 
y. = ix:” (SF (1) I **-a, XI y**m,Xi qvaay xi”‘} and Yi = (;Q, . . . ‘I yi}. Let 
Cpi = c (1 +s)~*~~I 1’ and q+(y) = (l+s) . IAnY, _,I 
Suppose now that we are after the first player’s i-th move and we wish to find a 
good vertex yi for the second player. Here is the desired strategy: If Xi U 
Yi _ I$ B, then compute the value of pi ( y ) for all y E D \ (Xi U Yi- 1) and let yi by 
that one for which the maximum is attained. If Xi IJ Yi_r 2 B, then the second 
player moves arbitrarily. 
Let 
f$ = C (1 + S)IAnyi--ll 
A 
where the summation is taken over al! A E %! with the properties A nXi = 0 and 
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A n Xi +t # 8. haoreover, let 
where the summation is taken over all A E X with A n Xi = pl, d1 n &+l # f8 and 
y, E A. It is easily seen that 
Since ai G z=t qi(xy!t), we obtain 
We distinguish several cases. First assume that 
h 
Qi+laQi-4d fOF every i as long as Xi U Yi-i $ B. (!. #:I 
Then we are ready. Indeed, let i. be the largest index i such that AXi Lt Yi_.l $C. 
From the strategy it follows that i& 101 s d. Since by (9) 
we thus obtain, by repeated application of (12), 
. h 
Qi,,+~~Qrlo --+h-$h=:h>O. 
4d 
That is, for some edge A * E %, X0+* n A* = $3. On the other hand, by the property 
of i. (see also (8a)) 
Combining the above results we have f Yb n A*1 3 4 and Xh+l n A” # 0, that is, 
the second player could achieve his goal at the i&h move. 
Now we may assume that k G io, where from this time on k denotes the smallest 
in&x i such that Qi+l <<pi - h/4d. If for some edge A E %‘, A nXk = 0 and 
i & ; “r Y,_,( 2 $m, then again we are done, since by @a) $n 2 4. Therefore, from 
n ..* s’ i. on we may also suppose that 
\A n Y,_,l<~m whenever 
There are two possibilities (see (il) 
AnX,=@. 
and (12)): 
(13) 
h 
either & >z or f: Qdd%+SQdYd. 
j=l 
(14) 
In the first case we are ready immediately. Since %’ is almost disjoint, for every 
vertex-pair {yk, x2&}, 1 - J - < l d s, there is at most one edge of 38 containing them. 
This implies that in the definition of & (see (10); ohe summation is extended over 
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at most s edges. Thus, for some A * E %?, A* n X, = 8 and 
f4 h (l+S)IA*nr, da--)_ 
s 4ds 
From this follows (see (8b)) 
IA*n Y&log(-$,)log-l(i+s)rq, 
that is, we proved exactly that the second player had already achieved his goal at 
the (k - l)-st move. 
Consider the other case in (14): 
i QkW:I) > SQ,(Yjo. 
j=l 
We claim 
(15) 
Q,&) 3 mW86. (16) 
From the definition of Ir, it follows that k 6 i,~ d and for all j <k, Q+~ a q+ - h/4d. 
Therefore 
(17) 
Denote Bk == B\,(X, U Yk-,). By the hypothesis of the lemma for each A E %, 
IA n BI = m, thus, in view of (13) we have (A n&l)~rn whenever A nXk = 8. 
From ;his follows 
c QdY)= c [A fV3,((1+~)‘*‘-‘~~ 1’ 
Ye& AEZ: AnX, = fl 
>$m 1 (l+S)'A"yk-l'=jmQk. 
AdR:AnX,=V 
(18) 
By (171 and (1” y 0) LyEB,, ~&(y)>imh. Since IB,&I~)~b, there must be at least one 
v artex jr” E & such that 
From the maximum property of y, it follows that 
that is, 
by the 
QdYd 
that 
(16) is checked. We are now in the position to settle the case (15). Again 
maximum property of yk we obtain that for every $1, E D, Q&$$,) s 
Therefore, (15) guarantees the existence of at least one vertex xtil such 
xx:, E S(x)\I) and (pk(xfil )(pk(yk). (19) 
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Since x(kl!i E S(Z)\ D, it belongs to at most h2 edges. That is, on the rightdhand 
side of the equality below the summation -is extended over at most k2 edges: 
Q4cWl) = c (1 f p*u . 
x:+,eAeX:An&=b 
Thus, by (16) and (19) there must be an edge A* such that A*nX, = 8 and 
U+s) IA*nYk_,lr 
1 1 mh 
oh cpk(xc:,,>r;- Qdyk+--- 
2 2 8bh2 l 
That is, A*nXk =fl and 
IA*n Y,_,I>iog g 
( ) 
log-‘(l+s)aq 
2 
(see (8~)). Thus the proof of the lemma is complete. 
4. Rwf of L4emma 2
Consider a play according to the rules. Denote xl’), . . . , xi’) and yi the vertex 
chosen by the first and the second player at the i-th move, respectively. Let 
Xi ={r~\“, . . . , x?‘, . . . , xi”, . . . , XI”‘) and Yi ={yi, . . . , yi). NOW define the 
hypergraph si as follows: Throw away the edges of 5 blocked by k;:_, and from 
the remainder throw away the edges containing at most one common vertex with 
Xi, i.e. 
si={AEs: AnY,_,=Q) and 1AnXi132). 
Introduce two weight functions 
Jli = C 21A nxJ/s and ei (y ) = C 21AnXPS_ 
AEQF, ytzAeSi 
Observe (Z&IQ(~) and #1 s s2. 
Suppose now that we are after the first player’s i-th move and we wish to find a 
good vertex yi for the second player. Here is the desired strategy: For ::a& 
y E S(s)\ (Xi U Yi-1) compute the value of @i(y) and let yi be that one for which 
the maximum is attained. 
We shall prove that using the strategy described just now the second piayer can 
force 
&+I s #i + 4(i + l)S2. (20) 
If we prove this we are ready. Indeed, by repeated application of (20) we obtam 
#+llr,+4s”( i: j)<2i(i+l)s2, 
0 
j=2 
since qrl G s2. Choosing i s (1/2~)2~‘(~““, by (21 j, we get 
$i < 2i(i + l)S2 < 2”“, 
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from which it follows that either IA 
what we need. 
For notational convenience let 
where the summation istaken over all 
and y,$ A. It can be seen easily that 
e* 1+1 =4$-&o+)+%+ C 
nXil<p or A f7 Yi-l #0, which in fact is 
A E q having properties A 17 (&+I \&) # 0 
First we verify 
Since 9 is almost disjoint, any vertex-pair belongs to at most one edge. Observe 
that for AE*i+l\si either AnXi#fl and AfT(Xi+,\Xd)#@ or IAfT 
(Xi+, \Xi)la2. Thus we obtain 
If A E S”+l\ $9 then (A n Xi1 s 1, yielding (A n Xi+11 Gs + 1. Combining the 
above results we have 
which was to be checked. 
Second we give an upper bound on yi. We claim 
In oreler to prove (24) we introduce some notations. Let 
Xi,j =Xi n{X~~*, . . . , Xy!l}, OSjGS, 
Y. , i = C {2lAnX$s - 2IAnXi.i _ 11/s}. 
x,?,EAES, 
it is easy to see that yi G 2-1 vi,j. Using 
IA nXi,j-,lSIA nx,(+i- 1, 
we obtain 
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BY the maGmum property of y,, $(&) s &(y*); therefore, 
From (22), (23) and (24) we conclude (20). Our proof is complete. 
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(1972) 173-178. 
